YEAR 1 CURRICULUM OVERVIEW
BRIDGEWATER PRIMARY SCHOOL
2021-2022
YEAR 1
LEARNING
CHALLENGE
HISTORY

AUTUMN 1
AUTUMN 2
Why can’t a Meerkat live in the North Pole?

SPRING 1
SPRING 2
Are ‘today’s toys’ more fun than toys
from the past?
Are ‘today’s toys’ more fun than toys
from the past?

GEOGRAPHY

Why can’t a Meerkat live in the North Pole?

ART

ICT paint program
ICT 2paint repeating
patterns-William
Morris repeating
patterns- Science

Looking at hot and
cold colours-Topic
lesson
Colour mixing-Topic

Artist – Drawing
skills and artist
study

Artist – Drawing
skills and artist
study

DT

Science-Rain maker

Mechanisms Moving postcard

Mouldable
Materials-Plan do
review-Making a
clay plate for the
teddies to eat off
during our WOW
day
Cooking &
Nutrition-What
could be in our
fruit salad?

Materials-glove
puppet

Christmas Cards
Christmas Hats

SCIENCE
CHALLENGE

Seasonal ChangesHow do the seasons
impact on what we
do?

Seasonal Changes-Why
does it get darker earlier
in winter?

COMPUTING

Unit 1.1: Online Safety
(4 Lessons)

Unit 1.3:
Pictograms

Plants/AnimalsWhich birds and
plants would Little
Red Riding Hood find
in our park?
Unit 1.5:
Maze Explorers

SUMMER 1
SUMMER 2
Where do, and did, the wheels on the
bus go?

Where do, and did, the wheels on the
bus go?
Printing-Using
Painting-Water
sponges for animal colours thin thick
textured skin,
brushes LS Lowrycarrots for snake
Topic local area
skin.
Textiles-Weaving
Construction-Chairs Cooking &
for the three bears Nutrition -Make a
fruit kebab

Everyday Materials What do aliens think
of life on planet
Earth?

Animals-Why are humans not like tigers?

Unit 1.6:

Unit 1.7: Coding
(6 Lessons)

Unit 1.8:
Spread sheets

PE
MUSIC
PSHE

RE

Unit 1.2:
Grouping and sorting
(2 Lessons)

(3 Lessons)
Unit 1.4: Lego Builders
(3 Lessons)

(4 Lessons)

Animated Story
Book
(5 Lessons)

Dance
Mr Charles – Pitch,
pulse, dynamics &
singing
Being me in my world
-Understanding rights
and responsibilities of
being part of a
community.
-Recognising emotions
such as proud.

Ball Games
Mr Charles – Pitch,
pulse, dynamics &
singing
Celebrating Differences
-Identifying difference
between peers.
-Exploring difference as
being special and
unique.

Gymnastics
Mr Charles

Dance
Mr Charles

Ball Games
Mr Charles

Dreams and goals
-Identify and explore
our success in new
challenges.
- Set goals and look
at the step by step
process in order to
achieve this.

Healthy Me
-Identify ways of
keeping bodies
healthy and safe.
-Recognise how
being healthy helps
us feel happy.

Relationships
-Explore and identify
what makes a good
friend.
-Recognise who helps
me within our school
community.

Judaism
Rosh Hashanah
Yom Kippur
Sukkot
Shemini atzeret

Islam
Hajj
Eid-al-Adha
Hindu
Diwali
Judaism
Hanukkah
Christianity
Christmas Advent

Christinaity
Ash Wednesday –
beginning of lent

Christianity
Easter

Hinduism
Holli
Judaism
Pass over

(3 Lessons)
Unit 1.9:
Technology outside
of school
(2 Lessons)
Gymnastics
Mr Charles

Changing me
-Identifying changes
which have
happened eg,
walking, teeth falling
out.
-Explore changes
happening as we
grow by looking at
lifecycle of frogs and
butterflies.
Transition to Year 2
Islam
And coverage

